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A b s t r a c t  

In this paper a mode l  o f  the design process is proposed. based o n  manufacturable design 
transformations. The  product model  enables manufacturability checking while designing. The  model  is 
based on  relations between geometrical entities. with a tolerance model  as  an  inseparable part. W h e n  
performing for instance assembly analysis. creating numerical code for a machining centre, or command  
code for a Co-ordinate Measuring Machine. the product description is interpreted for implications in those 
specific applications. The authors demonstrate a method to reason with tolerances in several stages in 
design and  manufacturing. A typical example is used to illustrate the method. 

Kevwords: product modell ing, tolerancing, computer integrated manufacturing 

1. In trod uct ion 
Current market demands comprise high quality, great product 
variety, and low produc! cost. To meet these demands, designers 
need suitable methods and :ools. Checking manufacturability of 2 
product in an early phase decreases the number of iterations and 
therefore reduces tctal throughput time. Two possible ways of 
implementing manufadurability checking exist: feature recognition 
and featgre based design 
In feature recognition, volumetric models are translated into 
"manufacturing features" to automate process planning of 
completed designs, as in for instance ICEM PART [Ewe 881. 
Feature based design uses pre-defined geometrical shapes as 
filnctional elements to create a product description. If the features 
are rela!ed to manufacturing operations, on-line verification of 
rnanufacturability enables "right first time" manufacturing arid 
automated process planning 
Both the fea:ure based design and feature recognition concept haVE 
resulted in tools trying to overcome the gap between the designing 
and manufacturing of discrete products that have a reiatively simple 
geometry and are manufactured using complex technologies. 
Most of today's CAD/CAM systems cannot keep track of limitations 
related to manufacturability. They t-ave emerged from the 
capabilities of computers to automate the drawing process 
Incorporating manufacturing knowledge in existing CAD systems, 
without fundamentally changing their concepts, will not render 
sufficient results. 
Problems arise when niodelling tolerance relations and assembly 
cperations: tolerances should br; more than just attributes, while 
assembly operations should sur~ess the "bill of material" stage. The 
design and manufacluring processes should be thoroughly studied 
to find fundamental concepts and models suitable for integrating 
design and manufacturing. Such a concept is proposed in this paper 
and described on the basis of a new produc: model. 
2. Proposed product model 
A product model is used to satisfy three basic needs: 
0 Create a consistent product description for all stages in design 

and manufacturing; 
Capture and record the 'design intent", 
Enable manufacturability analysis while designing. 

A produc! model should be suited for describing information in all 
stages of the design and manufacturing process. This informaticn IS 

preierably located in a single consistent product description 
Available information can be interpreted conform !he neeas of the 
different stages Multiple models describing the same information 
came problems of consistency 
A design process resl;lts into a description of a prcduct 
accomplishing certain functions This "design intent' IS more easily 
capkred when it is specified during !he design process, instead of 
being hidden sn for instance a dimension or tolerance value of the 
product Functional relations, such as 'join' or "rotate abouf, shocid 
also be included in the product model. Although still incomplete it- 
capturing non-geometrical functions, a greater amount of 
information is available in the design process A more complete 
product model also enables fast redesigr! and resulis into improved 
knowledge of the resulting manufacturing comequences A design 
process model should enable capbring and recording the designers 
intent at different levels, making this information available during the 
entire process This is critical since not all information needed can 
be deduced from 3 volumetric representa:ion only [Ewe 881 
To manufacture a product "right first time", the designers' decisions 
are verified at the moment they are made. Manufacturabili$ 
analysis includes selection of suitable manufacturing processes 
given the geometry and toierance values, or the abilit; to assemble 
a product given the relations between various parts. iie resuits of 
rnanufacturability checks are reported to a designer at the moment 
manufactureMy problems can be predicted In conventionai 
design, a designer is free lo create designs that cannot be 
manufactured with a given set of nianufactiiring techniques 
Manufacturabiiity checking while designing requires the use oi 
design operations that can be separately checked. 
2.1. Model basics 
The proposed model is used in an enviroment where prismatic 
products are designed using volumetric descriptions. Products are 
manufactured on numerically controlled machines and quality 
awrance is perfomxd using cu-ordinate measuring machines. 
In numerous science fieids, suc!! as materials engineering, 
computer science, and physics, the conceot of states and state 
transitions is well known. A state transition uses a given state as 
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input and it results into a new s:a!e The concept of states 2nd state 
transitions can be applied to describe the design of mechanical 
products. "design states" and "design transformations" (Figure 1) 

Design Design 
State n 

I 

Figure 1: Design procsss 
A design transformation is specified by a designer. When specifying 
a design fansformation. information is collected and processed 
concerr.ing geomerrf, functions. and manufacturing :echniques. .4s 
s:ated tefore. in conventional design, a des ig transformation is not 
explicitly known or recorded. Generally, the final product, i.e. its 
nominal geomeby and tolerances, is specified using drawings, wire 
frame mcaels, surface models, or volumetric models 
If design transformatiom are limited to manufacturable design 
transformatcns only, the resulting design state is manufacttirable 
orovided the design process is initialised using a manufacturable 
inidal design state. Manufacturability can thus be ensured by 
introducing restric!ions to the design transformations. originating 
from limitafions of the available manufacturing processes 
The concept of manufacturable design transformations is !ranslated 
into a set of operators and cperands. A designer uses these 
cperators and operands to specify a desired design transformalion 
The current design state is one of the operands neded. The other 
operand depends upon the type of operation. In case of an 
assembly operation, the other operand is a design state as well 
When designing single parts, the second operand is a 'design 
cbject" (Figure 2). A design object can be made specific for a 
manufacabng technique, a function, or a modification of prwuc: 
geometry or material properties A design object therefore has 
numercus different implementations 

Operator Design Object 

Manufacturable 
4 4 

Manufacturable 
Design State n Design State n+l 

Transformation 

Figure 2: Operator and operands rn design 
Exampies of design objects are Manufacturable Cbjects ar;d 
Primitive Objects (Figure 3) By using MO's or PO'S in a design 
transformation, the geometry of the design state is modified. 

- 

rectangular pocket slot cylindrical hole 
... - --. -_ _ _  ._.. 

I 
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J i :' 

I '  
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- -  .. I .  
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box wedge curved wedge 
Figure 3: Examples of design objects 
A Manufacturable Object is the 'design arrdmanufacluringpianning 
comlepa7 offhe iipphcallon of a combtnalion of one or more lools~ 
n;a;hir;es, and s&ps in the manuhclmng phase': as introduced 
in [Dehecsine 891. Manufacturable Objects are mapped upon 
inatcrld removal manufacturing operations (e g drilling, milling). 
The number of available design transformations can be increased 
by finding new ways of mapping design objects and operators onto 
manufacturing techniques, thus shifting the limits of the designers' 
capabilities An example is demonstrated in pries 951, where 
Primitive Objects are used with "add" and 'subtract" operatcrs while 
still guaranteeing manufacturability 
Reference elements are an essential part of the model, of which 
design objects are composed. The volume of a design cbject 
corrsists of the space enclosed by its reference elements. 
Reference elements selve !hree purposes: 

1 !hp!lire relations thet spesify position, crier,!ation and 

2 Caotiire to!erances: 
3 
Three tyoes of reference elements car1 be identified a straisht 
edge. a planar face, and a cylindrical face A support pcint. a 
rormal- or direction vector, and a radius spec!fy these eiemenls 
Not ail e!emerts are used fcr the above mentioned pumoses PI: 
edge is needed for locating and dimensicning Since ?I! edge 
cannot be directly measured however, it is preferably not used fcr 
tclerencing piirpcses. Far zreating relations tbat include :olerances, 
the faces from which the edge originates should be used insead 
Figure 4 shows an "explcded view" of two design okjec!s with :heir 
reference eiements (the straight edges are not depicted here) 

dit?ensions of ob;ect geome:ry, 

CaDture assembly relat!ons. such as "join" and "rotate about" 

. -  

Figure 4: Siot and cylindrical hole reference elements 
Reference elements are extended with tolerance information 
Sesides a nollrinal reference element (!ype, radius. position, and 
orientation), two kinds of tolerance infcrmation are regresented 

The stated form tolerances and roughness value, 
Tderance information resulting from reasoning with the statea 
tolerances, as will be explained !ater 

in sut.sequent design transformations, reference elements of design 
objec!s are specified using relations with reference elements of 
previously applied design objects. These *elations Include !he stated 
lolersnces (!olerznces using two faces! Design object geometry 
and location are inferred from the relationships The desian object 
geometry. location, and the knowledge incorporated in !he design 
object specify the design transformation 
Cai solid mdellir.g operations this reference element based 
geometry can be used, including !he results of tclerance 
intepreiation The design state solid is composed tising cimensions 
ard locations that are not resulting from nominal values oniy. 
A collec!ion of subsequent design transformations represents the 
design history This collection is called a "design tree" A design tree 
has branches, since modelling assembly Operations is possible by 
s!aiing relations between reference elements of multiple parts 
If geometry is to be inferred from relations a designer specifies, t!:e 
nuniber of relations must be sufficient. Furthermore. conflictiiig 
relations are not allowed. A method to determine if the given 
constraints are correct and complete has been developed This 
method is based upon decomposition of a design object in three 
orthqonal directions that are local to the design object [Net 941 F3r 
each of these directions the number and type of reference elements 
specified by the given relations is determined. Only a iirnited 
number of object type specific combinations is valid. 
A design transformation is mapped upon manufacturing operations 
to create the physical counterpart called manufacturing state While 
mapping a collection of design transformations onto manufacturing 
operations, nominal geomet?, tolerances, avaiiable resources, and 
material properties are taken into account [Delbressine 901, [Vries 
951 Based tipon the available data process planning is perforriled 
3. Tolerancing 
Using tolerances in an integrated design arid manufacturing 
erlvironment requires the tolerance specification to be interpreted to 
the specific needs of each design or manufacturing stage A 
toierance model should suoport multiple interpretations. for ins:ance 
in process planning, assembly analysis, or qualiry assurance 
Current tolerance models cannot meet these requirements, partty 
because they are based on drafting techniques. The transition from 
drawings io volumetric models and the use of modern measuring 
macfrines necessitates a more suitable tolerance reoresentaior, 
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3.1. Tolerance model basics 
Several toleranang prinaples are currently available and 
standardised to assist in a description of the stated tolerances. 
Among the IS0 8015 standard Maximum Matenal Condition (MMC) 
and Least Material Condition (LMC) a combination of the two is 
described the envelope requirement [Henzold 951 The envelope 
requirement specifies the face to be contained in an envelope which 
is located in the vicinity of the nominal face (Figure 5) Since this 
description IS dosest to the actual surface deviation, the envelope 
requirement is chosen for the proposed tolerance model The 
envelope requirement is applicable for both planar and cylindrical 
faces, the reference elements in the proposed product model 

tolerance zone >-E nominal face 

, median face 

Figure 5: Proposed envelope requirement pnnciple. 
As stated before, tolerance information is part of a reference 
element Using the envelope requirement prinaple, this information 
can be represented by creating a median face and a tolerance zone 
for each of the reference elements of a design object (Figure 6) 

Figure 6: Tolerance information 
The proposed tolerance model is based on four principles: 

Tolerances are not hierarchical; 

In these definitions, the proposed model deviates from the IS0 
8015 model. In IS0 the tolerances describe how a manufactured 
product can deviate from its nominal shape and still be valid 
[Henzold 951. A workpiece should conform to all tolerances at their 
extreme values, while hierarchy rules state the form tolerance to be 
the smallest and the size tolerance the largest (Figure 7). 

Tolerances specify restrictions a product should conform to; 

The strictest tolerance for a single face is decisive; 
Tolerances are interpreted using the principle of dependency. 

orientation form 0 . ~ 2  .~ 

' i  1 

i *  
0.1; 0.05~ c 

Figure 7: Tolerance hierarchy 
A designer states tolerances resulting from functional requirements. 
From the designers' point of view, these requirements are not 
subject to any hierarchy. The proposed tolerance model therefore 
interprets tolerances as requirements which have to be met to 
ensure the functionality of a product. The strictest tolerance for a 
single face, which can be a size, form, orientation, or location 
tolerance, defines the surface deviation. This interpretation results 
into for instance a flatness tolerance sometimes exceeding the size 
tolerance, whereas in I S 0  this is not allowed. 
The absence of hierarchy conforms with the designers' intent. 
Furthermore, it improves the ability to reason with the stated 
tolerances in both the design and manufacturing phase, whereas 
conventional tolerancing is mainly suitable for measuring purposes. 
In accordance with ISO, the model defines the envelope 
requirement principle as being tolerance dependent. When 
inspecting a single face not only sue and form tolerances have to 
be chedted, but also whether the envelope requirement is met. 
Figure 8 illustrates a product which satisfies the prinaple of 
independency, whereas the envelope requirement is not met. 

Figure 8: Pnnciple of independency 
When tolerancing independently, the stated tolerances are more 
easily met and inspected. For a designer however, it is more difficult 
to interpret their physical implicatjons, so the principle of 
dependency is more suitable. This is especially important when 
using fits in assembly operations, since both size and form 
tolerances influence the fit. Therefore, taking assembly modelling 
into account, the principle of dependency for tolerances is preferred. 
3.2. Reasoning with tolerances 
Some assumptions are made when reasoning with tolerances: 

Tolerances are not directed; no datum plane is indicated; 
Reasoning is based on equal 'manufacturing ef fo f .  

As stated before, reference elements are used to specify relations, 
which may be extended with tolerances. Relations between 
reference elements are not directed, i.e., no datum plane is 
indicated. The absence of a datum plane enables reasoning with 
tolerances while taking manufacturing into account. without being 
detrimental to functionality. A tolerance relation affects both faces 
Reasoning with stated tolerances is based on equal manufacturing 
effort for both faces. To minimise total manufacturing effort, the face 
requiring the least effort is decisive if a relation concerns two faces. 
The other face is manufactured using equal effort. 
To enable reasoning with tolerances based on manufacturing effort, 
manufacturing knowledge must be present in the design stage. The 
manufacturing effort for each tolerance relation is expressed in 
quality numbers pries 961. Higher numbers indicate a mapping to 
less expensive manufacturing processes. When calculating quality 
numbers, the tolerance relation type and the dimensions of the 
faces invoked are taken into account. Since for instance parallelism 
tolerances are easier to meet compared !o size tolerances of equal 
tolerance value, they result into higher quality numbers 
Distribution of a tolerance-zone is illustrated in Figure 9. A tolerance 
zone of 0.04 mm is distributed to create an equal quality number 
for both faces, while the total remains 0.04 mm. Since the faces are 
not equal in dimension (relevant length), equal manufacturing effort 
introduces non equal distribution of the tolerance-zone 0 01 and 
0.03 mm. 

15+0.02 0 01 0.03 

Figure 9: Distribution of a tolerance zone 
If a face is used in multiple tolerance relations, the strictest 
requirement is decisive. If a face is modified, the tolerance-zone 
distribution has to be recalculated. The tolerance-zones of other 
relations are redistributed. In Figure 10, two tolerance relations are 
stated. These relations are both distributed according to equal 
manufacturing effort, resulting into two tolerance zones for the right 
plane. Relation 'B" is decisive for the right plane (0.017 mm). Since 
the right face is manufactured to satisfy the strictest toierance 
relation, the left face can be manufactured with less effort (the 
tolerance zone increases to 0.023 mm). 

B = 10t0.015 0.013 0.017 0.013 

-- )-4 > '  2 

A 1 5 4 . 0 2  0.01 0.03 0.023 0.017 
Figure 10: Redistribution using smallest tolerance zone 
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3.3. Interpretation of tolerances 
The s!ated tolerance can be intepreted serving different pirrposes 
11: assembly, f i t  ana!ysis is possible by checking for envelope 
in:eraction When I;sing surface treatments lihe etching and 
chemical vapour deposition, the gecmetry can be adapted by 
affsetting ail affected median faces and decreasing the !olerance- 
zone widths with the su?ace treatmert deviation. In process 
piznning the sated tclerances are used to chcose suitable 
manufacturing techniques and fcr set-up analysis. When verifying 
gametry using a co-ordinate masuring machine, a surface is 
measured and checked against the envelope 
4. Example 
Figure 41 depicts an example design tree This design bee is a 
recording of d e s g  trznsforma!ions !o nodify the geometry of t h r x  
p a m  (qlincer, piston. piston-rod) and assembly operations - --. . -  _ .  

.-. 
- . -  

" I 

Assembly 2 ' 

.. . - ---A------ - r\ 

.. - 
. . ' . I  

.:: c:; ; 
$ - $  fissembly 2 = siide 

- 
.. .. $. 2 

Assembly 1 = rotate about 

. .  
- 

Figure 11: Design tres example 
Part of !P,is design tree concerns a SIOI in the piston. This design 
transforrration is sDecifed Esing relations (Figure 12) 

Figure 12: Applied slot in piston 
Qualiry numbers are calculated for each of the tolerance relations 
(Tab!e 1). The lowest quality number, indicating the highest 
rianufec!uriiia effort, is cecisive 

2010 I 
110.05 
10 01 
1 0  01 

I face 1 I f a c e m  face 4 I face 5 I face6 
20+01 I 9 6  
2010.1 
110.05 
10.01 
1 0  01 

9.6 

5.3 5 3  I 
Table 1: Cuakty numbers 
From these lumbers it IS concluded that !he parsllellity rslaticn 
(quality 3 i )  is nct useful, since it :s already met; faces 5 and 6 are 
manufacture0 to meer the perpenaicularity relation (quality 5.3) 

Based upon the decisive quality r,iinibcr, the tclerance ZS'T 

distribution is calculated The tolerances 0: size (20~0 1) describe a 
tolerance zone of 0 2 mm tha! can be distributed among faces : -5 
and 2-6 respectively. Since perpendcularity requires quality number 
5.3. which corresponds with a tolerance zone of 0.01 mm, the 
remaining part of the size folerances form the iclerance zones 31 
faces 5 and 5 respec!ively (Figure i3 ;  

(4) -;.: . c 01 

Figure 13: Tolefame zones 
After distribution of :olersnces. quality numbers are recalculated 
Faces 1 and i now are of quality 11 (5.8 before) These faces can 
be manufactured by rough milling only instead of rough and finish 
milling, making it less expensive Tbe designers intent is stili met 
since the other faces, 5 and 6, are manufactured by grirding !o 
meet the perpendicularity relation (quality 5 3). 
The qualiry numbers can be used to show the impact of 3 stated 
tolerance vake if the perpendicularity is mdified to 0 02 (quality 
i;, faces 4 5, and 6 need no grinding operation. which loweis 
throughput :ime ard product wsts aecause of ihis type of 
tolerance reasoning it IS pGssibie to automarically suggest such 
modifications to lke designer. 
5. Conclusions 
It can be conciuded that the prcposed produc! model is suitable for 
an integrated environment enablirg manufacturability analysis while 
desigring. The prwosed product model is able to inccrporate no! 
only the geometry and the rolerance relatiocs. but also higher-leve: 
information This beEer enables tke sp!i;ring "design intenl' ano 
opens tne possibility to include assembly relations in one consistent 
product description 
The tolerance model included in this pr2duct mode! founds cn :be 
prirciple cf dependence and an equal harufacturing efforr' and 
can be used in !cr both measuremen?, marcfacturing. and desigr. 
analysis By using enipiricai knowledge sf manufacturing prxesses 
in the design stage, the principle of equal 'manufacturing effoit" 
enables more economical production 
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